Researcher Q & A

In this issue Annamaria Lusardi and Olivia S. Mitchell discuss their research on the topic of retirement planning.

How would you describe your MRRC-supported work?

Our objective was to assess whether workers display basic financial literacy. Increasingly, workers are in charge of making decisions about their retirement wealth, but we know little about whether they are well equipped to make these decisions. To address this issue, we have devised questions to measure whether workers understand interest compounding, the effects of inflation, and risk diversification. These are three of the basic concepts necessary to make any saving or investment plans. Our findings paint a rather bleak picture. Most of the respondents surveyed in our module display little or no financial literacy. In fact, only one third of respondents were able to answer correctly our three basic questions and half of our sample could not make simple calculations about interest rates and inflation. Consequently, we also find that the large majority of workers have not made any plans for retirement. Only one third of workers have ever tried to figure out how much they need to save for retirement, but many could not devise a plan. These findings are rather alarming, particularly in view of the pending insolvency of Social Security and the shortcomings of many pension plans.

Do you find any difference in the behavior of women?

We find that women display lower financial literacy than men. This is true for all of the questions we considered, i.e. interest compounding, inflation, and risk diversification. Most importantly, differences in financial literacy remain significant even after we control for differences in age, race and ethnicity, and education attainment. These findings are important since women live longer than men and are likely to spend some years in their life-time being the single financial decision-maker in the household. This may be another reason why many women suffer poverty at retirement, particularly following the death of a spouse.

How are your findings relevant for Social Security policy?

As workers take up the responsibility about their retirement, it is critically important to pay attention to the fact that saving decisions are very complex and workers have difficulties grasping basic economic and financial concepts. We believe that the provision of help and financial advice can play a critical role in any policies or reforms aimed to promote household financial security.

What are your next steps in this line of research?

We are currently examining whether financial literacy has any effects on savings and portfolio choice. This is not an easy question to address. First, it is not clear how the causality goes: does financial literacy affect wealth or does wealth induce people to educate themselves about financial matters? Second, are some people underinformed
because they do not need to know? For example, some have little saving and nothing to invest, or believe they will be supported at retirement by Social Security and pensions.

In addition we will assess whether retirement planning affects savings. In previous work, we found that retirement planning had a large impact on both savings and portfolio choice. In this work, we can assess whether the effect of planning is mediated by the effect of financial literacy.
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